Modulo scheduling is an aggressive scheduling technique for loops that exploits instruction-level parallelism by overlapping successive iterations of the loop. Due to the nature o f m o dulo scheduling, the lifetime of a variable can overlap with a subsequent de nition of itself. To handle such overlapping lifetimes, modulovariable expansion MVE is used, wherein the constructed schedule is unrolled a number of times.
Introduction
Modulo scheduling or software pipelining is an aggressive instruction scheduling technique for exploiting instruction-level parallelism in loops 6, 11 . In this scheduling method, successive iterations of the loop are initiated at a constant i n terval, known as the initiation interval II of the schedule. The constructed schedule must obey the resource constraints of the machine as well as the dependency constraints of the loop. Several methods have been proposed to perform software pipelining 1, 2, 3 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 8 , 1 1 , 1 0 , 1 3 .
Due to the nature of modulo scheduling, the lifetime o f a v ariable can overlap with a subsequent de nition of itself. To handle such o verlapping lifetimes, some form of register renaming has to be provided to ensure that successive de nitions of a variable use distinct registers. Some architectures provide hardware support in the form of rotating register les 14 . When no hardware support is available, the problem of overlapping lifetimes can be solved by using Modulo-Variable Expansion MVE, wherein the kernel is unrolled and multiple de nitions of a variable are renamed at compile time 6 . In the traditional approach, when MVE is required, the constructed schedule is unrolled a number of times. The disadvantage of this is that the nal schedule obtained by unrolling the schedule will have an IIwhich is an exact multiple of the IIof the original loop. Even if there exists a valid schedule at an IIless than the exact multiple, the traditional method does not exploit this possibility. By a valid schedule we mean a schedule that obeys the resource and data dependency constraints, and does not need further MVE.
We propose a technique that attempts to nd such a schedule by unrolling the data dependence graph DDG of the loop and re-scheduling it with a MVEsensitive scheduler. By unrolling the DDG, we also overcome the limitation that the IIof the original loop is restricted to be an integer. If the lower bound on the IIcomputed before scheduling is not an integer, the performance degradation caused by rounding it up to an integer may be reduced by unrolling the loop. Our approach attempts to take advantage of this. The approach proposed in 7 by L a very and Hwu also attempts to overcome the same limitation by unrolling the loop a number of times. However, they unroll the loop before modulo scheduling. Their nal schedule may still require MVE, in which case they perform MVE using the traditional approach.
The proposed MVE-sensitive scheduler was implemented and tested on a large number of standard scienti c kernels for three di erent machine models including the MIPS R8000 processor 4 . We used Hu 's Lifetime-Sensitive Modulo Scheduling algorithm as the base scheduling method 5 . Our experiments show that a large number of loops 27 to 50 of the loops required MVE. Of these, our experimental analysis revealed potential for improvement in II in about 35 of the loops. However the improvement i n I I w as observed only in 6 of the loops. This can be attributed to the possibly high resource requirement of the MVEsensitive s c heduler.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background on modulo scheduling and modulo-variable expansion through a motivating example. Section 3 describes our scheduling technique in detail. Experimental results are reported in Section 4 and Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the conclusions.
Background and motivating example
In this section, rst we present the necessary background on modulo scheduling and modulo-variable expansion through a motivating example. Using the example, subsequently, we motivate our approach to improve the constructed schedule while performing modulo-variable expansion.
Modulo Scheduling
In a modulo scheduled loop the constant interval between the initiations of successive iterations is called Initiation Interval II 
Modulo-Variable Expansion
A variable de ned by an operation needs to be stored and retained in a register until all its successors have used the value. The lifetime of a variable is dened as the duration between the rst assignment and its last use. Due to the nature of modulo scheduling, the lifetime of a variable de ned in one iteration can overlap with the lifetimes of variables de ned in successive iterations. Furthermore, for a variable with a lifetime greater than II, new values are generated before the previous one is used, i.e., the lifetime of a variable can overlap with a subsequent de nition of itself. For . We see that lifetime of the virtual register V3 begins in cycle 2, i.e., the cycle in which the operation sub0 starts execution, and ends in cycle 5 which corresponds to the last use, i.e., use by the operation mul0 from the next iteration. Thus, the lifetime of V3 has a length of 3 cycles, which is greater than the II of the loop. Hence this lifetime overlaps with the next de nition of itself, which occurs in cycle 4 as shown in the gure.
To handle such o verlapping lifetimes, some form of register renaming has to be provided to ensure that successive de nitions of the variable use distinct registers. Some architectures provide hardware support in the form of rotating register les 14 . Rotating register les rename di erent instantiations of a variable during execution time.
When no hardware support is available, the problem of overlapping lifetimes can be solved by using Modulo-Variable ExpansionMVE, wherein the kernel is unrolled and multiple de nitions of a variable are renamed at compile time 6 .
In the traditional approach, when MVE is required, the constructed schedule is unrolled a number of times. For any loop the required degree of unroll, henceforth referred to as unroll factor, is determined by the longest lifetime among the variables 12 . Because iterations are initiated every IIcycles, unroll factor can be calculated as :
Unroll Factor = max i lifetime i
II
The unrolled schedule has an IIwhich is equal to the IIof the original loop multiplied by the unroll factor.
In our example, the kernel has to be unrolled d 3 2 e = 2 times. In this case, the IIof the unrolled schedule is 4.
Our Approach
In our approach, instead of unrolling the schedule, we unroll the DDG itself and schedule it. The unrolled DDG is shown in Figure 4 . Again, since there are no recurrence paths, the MII of the unrolled DDG is the ResMII, which is 3. When the unrolled DDG is scheduled, we see that it gets scheduled at an IIof 3, as opposed to an IIof 4 achieved by the traditional approach. The schedule and lifetimes of the unrolled DDG are shown in Figure 5a and Figure 5b respectively. While scheduling the unrolled DDG, we h a ve to ensure that the schedule obtained from the unrolled DDG will not require further modulo-variable expansion, i.e., the scheduler which schedules the unrolled DDG should be sensitive to modulo-variable expansion.
In other words, we should ensure that the lifetime of a virtual register in the nal schedule for the unrolled DDG does not overlap with a subsequent de nition of itself. In order to ensure this, we derive the necessary conditions in Section 3.3. The following section discusses the scheduling method used in our work.
Scheduling Technique
In this section we describe our scheduling technique which is sensitive to modulo-variable expansion. The method is based on Hu 's Lifetime-Sensitive Modulo Scheduling algorithm 5 . In Section 3.1 basic de nitions of a few terms used in Hu 's algorithm and in our approach are given. For the sake of completeness we brie y describe Hu 's algorithm in Section 3.2. Our approach is described in Section 3.3. Readers familiar with Hu 's algorithm could skip Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Definitions
This subsection de nes certain basic terminology .
De nition 3.1 Mindist mindisti,j is the minimum number of cycles by which operation i must precede operation j in any feasible schedule.
Intuitively, mindisti,j corresponds to the maximum distance in terms of execution latencies of operations along any path from i to j.
De nition 3.2 Estart Estart is the earliest time step at which an operation can be scheduled such that all its predecessors have completed their execution.
De nition 3.3 Lstart Lstart is the latest time step at which an operation can be scheduled such that it completes its execution before its successors can start executing.
In Section 3.2 we explain how Estart and Lstart of an operation can be computed. Once the initial bounds are set up, the scheduler is ready to place the operations one by one into the partial schedule. The algorithm tries to place operations into the partial schedule until either a feasible schedule is found or the heuristics give up after a large number of tries. The algorithm consists of the following basic steps:
Choose an operation to place in the partial schedule based on a priority function. Hu 
where PrevScheduleTime is the time at which the operation was scheduled previously. After forcing the operation, all operations in the partial schedule whose resource requirements con ict with the current operation are ejected. Further, if the operation is placed beyond its Lstart, all its successors are also ejected. Once the operation has been placed, the modulo reservation tables are updated to indicate the resource usage of the placed operation. The Estart and Lstart bounds of all unscheduled operations are updated to re ect the placement of the new operation. Let a new operation i be scheduled in time-step t i , then, for each operation j not in the partial schedule the bounds are updated to :
Estart j = max Estart j; t i + mindist i; j and Lstart j = min Lstart j; t i , mindist j; i If the number of operations ejected is beyond some threshold value, then all operations are removed from the partial schedule, IIis incremented and all the above steps are repeated.
Our Scheduling approach
Once a valid schedule of the loop is found using Hu 's algorithm, the lifetimes of all variables are computed. If any of the variables has a lifetime greater than II, then MVE has to be performed on the loop.
In the traditional approach, when MVE is required, the constructed schedule is unrolled. In our approach w e unroll the DDG of the original loop and re-schedule it with a modulo scheduler sensitive to MVE.
In subsequent sections we will use the following In order to satisfy the Condition A the scheduler must ensure that the lifetime of a variable can never exceed I I unroll and hence will not need MVE. To a c hieve this, the relations for Estart and Lstart bounds used in Hu 's algorithm have to be re ned. To see how Estart and Lstart bounds have t o b e modi ed, consider the two operations shown in Figure 6a . Let the op0 be scheduled in time-step t 0 and let op1 be a direct unscheduled successor of it. The Lstart of op1 is rst found using Hu 's Lstart bounds to satisfy the mindist relation. It is computed depending on the successors of op1 not shown in the gure. Then, in order to ensure that the lifetime of the variable de ned by op0 does not exceed I I unroll , op1 should be scheduled before t 0 + I I unroll cycles. Therefore the Lstart of op1 is de ned as:
Lstart op1 = min Lstart op1; t 0 + I I unroll Now, consider the operations shown in Figure 6b . In this case the dependence distance from op0 to op1 is greater than zero 1 in case of Figure 6b . Assume again that op0 is scheduled in time-step t 0 . Here, op0 produces a value which is used by op1 in the next iteration. In other words, op1 uses the value de ned by op0 in cycle t 1 + I I unroll , where t 1 is the time-step in which op1 is scheduled. Hence, the lifetime of the We see that in this case op1 should be scheduled before time-step t 0 .
In general, for any dependence distance d, w e h a ve to ensure that We see that in order to satisfy the MVE constraint, the Lstart of an operation depends not only on its successors as in Hu 's original algorithm, but also depends on its direct predecessors.
Similarly, the Estart relation can be derived as :
Estart j = max Estart j; t i + d , 1 I I unroll Thus, in order to satisfy Condition A the MVEsensitive scheduler uses the above modi ed equations for Estart and Lstart calculations. In order to satisfy Condition B, our scheduler searches for a valid schedule only between M I I unroll and I I org unroll factor. If a valid schedule is not found in this range, the scheduler outputs the unrolled schedule as in the traditional approach. Our MVE-sensitive s c heduler incorporates the above mentioned modi cations in Hu 's algorithm and attempts to nd a nal schedule for the unrolled DDG.
The overall algorithm consists of the following steps:
Step 1 Schedule the original loop using Hu 's algorithm.
Step 2 Find the lifetimes of all variables.
Step 3 Find the unroll factor using relation given in Section 2.2.
Step 4 Unroll the DDG the required number of times.
Step 5 Schedule the unrolled DDG using the MVEsensitive s c heduler to obtain a valid schedule that does not require further MVE.
Experimental Setup
Our modulo scheduling approach, sensitive to modulo-variable expansion, is based on Hu 's slack scheduling algorithm 5 . We used Hu 's method because it is a fast and e cient method. However the approach presented in this paper can be applied to any modulo scheduling algorithm. The approach w as tested for its performance on a set of 1450 benchmarks. These are basic blocks, extracted from a variety of scienti c benchmark programs like Linpack, Livermore, NAS, and SPEC. W e assumed three machine con gurations with complex structural hazards. The rst conguration closely resembles the R8000 machine model Model 1. The other two are hypothetical models.
Model 1 This con guration resembles the R8000 machine model. It consists of eighteen functional units, details of which can be found in 4 .
Model 2 This is a simple hypothetical model consisting of two integer add units with unit latency, one integer load unit with latency 3, one integer store unit with latency 4, one oating point add unit with latency 4, one oating point multiply unit with latency 3, and one divide unit with latency 18.
Model 3 This model has the same number of functional units as Model 2 but with more complex structural hazards and higher latencies. The integer add, integer load and oating point add units have a latency of 5, integer store unit has a latency of 4, oating point multiply unit has a latency of 7, and the oating point divide has a latency of 22. The performance results for all the three machine con gurations are presented in the following section.
Results
The performance results for the three machine models are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 of the in nite resource model. This is because our interest here is to nd out whether the MVE constraint does really increase the resource requirement, and that it prevents the loops to be scheduled at an IIless than I I org unroll factor.
In 7 , various unrolling-based optimizations have been proposed to reduce the resource requirements and the height of the critical path of the unrolled loop body. Some of these optimizations include removing the loop exit branches from the unrolled loop body, induction variable elimination etc. Currently none of the optimizations have been included in our implementation. It is important to note that our approach can further bene t from these optimizations, whereas the traditional approach of unrolling the schedule cannot.
In our approach, we rst compute the schedule for the original loop using Hu 's scheduling method, and subsequently we schedule the unrolled loop, if MVE is needed, using the MVE-sensitive s c heduler. This requires scheduling to be performed twice. Alternatively, it is possible to apply the MVE-sensitive s c heduler on the original loop and obtain a schedule that does not require MVE. However, there are some loops which m a y inherently require MVE; e.g., this happens if the DDG of the loop consists of forward edges with dependence distance greater than one 8 . In these loops it is not possible to get a schedule that does not require MVE without unrolling it. Hence, we rst estimate the minimum unroll factor using the mindist relation as:
Estimated unroll factor = max all edges
Min Lifetime MII where minimum lifetime is computed using the mindist relation. The loop is then unrolled by the Estimated unroll factor and the MVE-sensitive scheduler is applied to it. Hence, this approach eliminates the preliminary scheduling step. The performance of this approach w as measured for machine Model 3 for the 718 loops which needed MVE. The results showed that using this approach only 576 of the 718 loops could be scheduled and out of the 576 loops only in 20 of the loops the IIfor the original loop was better than the IIobtained by using Hu 's original approach. In all the remaining loops 556 loops, Hu 's method produced schedules with a lower II.
Conclusions
Modulo-variable expansion is an essential, compiletime renaming technique required for certain modulo scheduled loops. In this paper we propose a technique to improve the constructed schedule while performing modulo-variable expansion. We improve, in terms of II, the schedule by unrolling the data dependence graph DDG of the loop and re-scheduling it rather than simply unrolling the schedule as in the traditional approach. We h a ve derived the conditions that the scheduler which s c hedules the unrolled DDG must adhere to. These conditions ensure that our MVEsensitive s c heduler which s c hedules the unrolled DDG is at least as e cient as the traditional approach.
We have tested the approach for 1450 standard benchmarks and for three machine con gurations. We have shown that the MVE-sensitive scheduler nds schedules at a lower IIfor about 6 of the loops. In those loops, there is an average improvement i n IIfrom 12 to 23.
